This paper deals with two-factor experiments with split units. The whole plot treatments occur in a repeated Latin square, modified Latin square or Youden square, while subplot treatments occur in a block design within the whole plots. The statistical properties of the considered designs are examined. Special attention is paid to the case where one of the treatments is an individual control or an individual standard treatment. In addition, we give a brief overview of work on the design of experiments using the considered designs, as well as possible arrangements of controls in the experiments.
Introduction
In agricultural field experiments, a row-column design or repeated row-column design is quite often used to eliminate real or potential orthogonally disposed heterogeneity of the experimental material. From a statistical point of view, a Latin square is then the appropriate design. This design is especially efficient in agricultural field experiments. It possesses many desirable and optimal statistical properties. In the Latin square every treatment occurs once in each row and once in each column. This means that the component designs, both with respect to the rows and with respect to the columns, are randomized complete blocks. Another row-column design with desirable statistical properties is the Youden square. In this design the treatments occur in randomized complete blocks with respect to rows (or columns), while with respect to columns (or rows) they occur in a symmetrical balanced incomplete block design.
In the present work, whole plots occur in one of the above designs or in some modification of them. Then the whole plots are divided into subplots as in the usual split-plot design. Hence the final design is called a split-plot design generated by a Latin square. This means that the row-column structure (Latin square, modified Latin square or Youden square) is repeated over the superblocks. The arrangement of treatments may be the same or different in each superblock.
Let us consider two-factor experiments in which the first factor (or set of factors) A occurs at a levels We consider here a situation where the levels of factor A are arranged on plots (whole plots) in a (modified) Latin square, while the levels of the second factor are arranged within the whole plots on the subplots. The levels of factor A will then be called whole plot treatments, while the levels of factor B will be called subplot treatments.
The aim of this paper is to propose a new design, as well as giving a survey of existing methods of constructing a new design in which the whole plot treatments occur in a Latin square or in certain modifications thereof, while subplots occur on subplots within whole plots. Special attention is paid to the use of control treatments in such designs. The subplot treatments will occur in any proper design.
Let us assume that the experimental units are divided into R superblocks, and each superblock is divided into qp whole plot units which form a lattice with q rows and p columns. Additionally let each of the whole plots be divided into k subplots. In the row-column design we can consider two component block designs, one of them with respect to rows, and the -other with respect to columns.
The arrangement of the whole plot and subplot treatments on the experimental material is based on a proper scheme of randomizations (cf. Kachlicka and Mejza, 1996) . This scheme includes randomizations of the superblocks, the rows (columns), the columns (rows) and the subplots. As a result of such randomizations and some additional assumptions, we can express the observations by a linear mixed model with random superblock, row and column effects and fixed treatment combination effects. The applied scheme of randomizations and the structure of the experimental material lead to a linear model of observations, possessing an orthogonal block structure. Then the overall analysis can be split into so-called strata, as in multistratum experiments. In our case we have five strata, i.e. the inter-superblock stratum (I), the inter-row stratum (II), the inter-column stratum (III), the inter-whole plot stratum (IV) and finally the inter-subplot stratum (V).
In Kachlicka and Mejza (1996) a method was given for analyzing a twofactor experiment carried out in a design in which whole plot treatments occur in repeated row-column designs while the subplot treatments occur in complete or incomplete block designs where whole plots are treated as blocks. However, we continue to observe a lack of construction methods for the considered class of designs. The present work constitutes an important supplement to the aforementioned paper. In particular the papers by Kachlicka and Mejza (2003) , Kachlicka et al. (2004) , Kuriki et al. (2009) and Mejza et al. (2009) examine the statistical properties of a design in which whole plot treatments occur in a Youden square and subplot treatments occur in a balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) or in group-divisible partially balanced incomplete block designs with two efficiency classes (GDPBIBD(2)s). The BIBD and GDPBIBD(2)s are very useful in biological and agricultural experiments, and hence they are often used to generate new more complex designs with split units (cf. Mejza and Mejza, 1996 , Hering and Mejza, 2002 , Kachlicka and Mejza, 2006 , Mejza and Kuriki, 2013 
N are the incidence matrices of treatments vs. superblocks, treatments vs. rows, treatments vs. columns and treatments vs.
whole plots respectively, r denotes the vector of treatment replicates, and  r stands for the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to the numbers of treatment replicates.
A desirable statistical property which we shall be examining is called the general balance (cf. Bailey, 1995) . A design is generally balanced iff the information matrices satisfy the conditions (cf. Mejza, 1992) :
Let us assume that the above commutativities of the information matrices hold, and hence the considered designs are generally balanced. Pearce et al., 1974) . Next, the eigenvalues of the information matrices can be identified as stratum efficiency factors of the design with respect to the j-th basic contrast in the f-th stratum, f = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; j =1, 2,...,v-1 (cf. Houtman and Speed, 1983) .
The stratum efficiency factors measure the amount of information that is included in the strata for estimating the treatment effect contrast. A stratum efficiency factor equal to 1 means that the particular contrast is estimable with full efficiency only in that stratum. A stratum efficiency factor equal to 0 means that the contrast is not estimable in that stratum (it is confounded). The sum of stratum efficiency factors concerning each treatment contrast is equal to 1.
We shall assume throughout that the contents of whole plots within each superblock are all the same with respect to subplot treatments. This means that the arrangements of whole plot and subplot treatments can be expressed by the Kronecker product of proper incidence matrices. Let the whole plot treatments be arranged in a Latin square, and the subplot treatments in a completely randomized design. From (1) it is easy to check that the efficiency factors of the final design for the estimation of treatment contrast effects are as in Table 1 . 
Whole plot design

Latin square
From Table 1 we can infer that all contrasts among the whole plot treatment effects are estimated with full efficiency in the fourth stratum. The contrasts among the subplot treatment effects and the interaction effects are estimated with full efficiency in the fifth stratum.
The Latin square will be used as a starting point design for further constructions. We can construct new designs using a treatment merging method (cf. Ceranka and Mejza, 1987) . Moreover, by this method it is possible to construct desirable designs for subplot treatments also. Merging of two treatments leads to greater precision in the rest of the design (cf. Caliński and Kageyama, 2003) .
denote the number of treatments. We perform the treatment merging method by multiplying the incidence matrix by a
merging matrix of the form:
The number s describes how many treatments we would like to merge into one new treatment (cf. Caliński and Kageyama, 2003 
and  denotes the Kronecker product of matrices. The information matrices are as follows:
From (2) we can infer that all contrasts among the whole plot treatments are estimated with full efficiency in the fourth stratum. The contrasts among the subplot treatments are estimated in the first and the fifth stratum, while the contrasts among the interaction effects are estimated with efficiencies depending on the efficiencies of the subplot design.
Finally, let us note that the treatments being merged can be regarded as the control treatment or standard treatment, which is replicated more times than other treatments. This is also one of the possible ways to incorporate a control treatment into a design.
Youden square
Le us assume that each superblock has a Youden square structure with q rows and a columns. Moreover, the subdesign of the Youden square with respect to columns is a symmetrical balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) with parameters as follows: BIBD(
). Then the following relationships hold: . The so-called efficiency factor connected with this matrix is equal to
is its multiplicity (cf. Caliński and Kageyama, 2000) . 
Subplot designs
Subplot treatments in BIBD
In this section we will consider two particular cases of optimal designs for subplot treatments.
Let the whole plot treatment be arranged in a Youden square as in Section 2.2, while subplot treatments are arranged in a balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) with the parameters
Let C B be the C-matrix of the BIBD for subplot treatments, and let
denote the efficiency factors, with multiciplities
The final design is generally balanced, and the efficiency factors are presented in Table 3 (cf. Kachlicka and Mejza, 2004) . 
Subplot treatments in GDPBIBD(2)
Let the whole plot treatments be arranged in a Youden square, while the subplot treatments are arranged in a group-divisible (GD) partially balanced incomplete block design with two association classes (GDPBIBD (2)) (cf. Clatworthy, 1973) . The parameters of the GDPBIBD (2) 
Control treatments
In the natural sciences, experiments are performed to compare known treatments (also called test treatments) with a set of control treatments or standards. Here we consider mainly a situation in which we would like to compare whole plot treatments with some controls (whole plot controls). One of the possible ways to arrange control treatments in a Latin square is to use a merging method, as described in Section 2.1. Another way is to supplement the Youden square by additional control treatments. This can be expressed by the following incidence matrix:
More exactly, a test treatments of the factor A are assigned in the ) ( a q  Youden square, and additionally s control treatments are added.
Using the previous characterization of the Youden square with the whole plot test treatments vs. columns incidence matrix N A we have
The final design with respect to the whole plot treatments has the following parameters:
Similarly, using the characterization of subplot treatments occurring in the 
Finally, the stratum efficiency factors of that design are presented in Table 5 (cf. Mejza and Kuriki, 2013) .
In Table 5 A represents the contrast among the effects of the whole plot test and control treatments. 
Application
Let us consider a two-factor experiment in which we have four whole plot treatments (a = 4) and three subplot treatments (t = 3). The experiment was set up in four superblocks (R = 4), each divided into four rows (q = 4) and four columns (a = 4). Additionally, each whole plot is divided into three subplots (k = 3) to accommodate the subplot treatments. A possible arrangement of whole plot treatments in a Latin square could be the following:
The incidence matrix is as follows: After merging the last two treatments in B N the subplot treatments occur in an efficiency balanced block design with unequal numbers of replicates (cf. Caliński and Kageyama, 2003) . The arrangement of the subplot treatments in superblocks can be represented schematically as follows:
In each superblock the subplot treatments are arranged on the subplots within the whole plots according to the incidence matrix 
In Figure 1 the arrangement of the subplot and the whole plot treatments in the superblocks is given. The stratum efficiency factors of the design are given in 
Final remarks
This paper has presented a survey of the design of experiments with split units in which whole plot treatments are arranged in a Latin square, modified Latin square or Youden square. The subplot treatments can be arranged in any proper block design. In particular we can find a design for the subplot treatments satisfying all of the experimenter's suggestions concerning statistical properties, especially with regard to efficiency. The treatment merging method can be useful in searching for proper optimal designs. Moreover, the problem of introducing whole plot control treatments or subplot control treatments is examined.
The problems examined in the paper demonstrate the considerable potential of the designs considered as regards their optimal use in practice.
